
Instructions
Underlined Questions e.g.  10  :Use teacher judgement. Give 1 if answer matches marking guide (unless
otherwise instructed). For incorrect answers give 0 (zero).
All other Questions: Enter the response chosen by the student using letters. For example, 'a' for the first
option; 'b' for the second option; 'c' for the third option and so on.
Questions Not Answered: Enter a dash (-).
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Marking Guide : 2022 READ MY 2.6P

Q.No Marking Key
1 Express an opinion, persuade people to sympathise with a particular

point of view
2 That this idea is misunderstood by most people; That people are

mistaken about the purpose of parks; That the idea is not true
'One mark for any of these'

3 Note MOST LIKELY would be Newspaper, Magazine (some sorts)
4 b
5 b
6 d
7 Alaska was ice-free late in the Ice-Age; first American Indians travelled

along coast by boat, not foot. Evidence, any two of: Skeletons
discovered going back to Ice-Age OR camp-site dated back to the Ice-
Age OR bones extinct animals that provided food.
'Max two marks. One mark if state that the Alaskan coast was
inhabited at the latter stage of the ice-age. One mark for two pieces of
evidence must support the statement.'

8 d
9 d
10 I would rather not use a weapon if I knew another way (if I could, I''d

avoid using weapons to find peace) OR as king of the people (this is
my responsibility) OR I would shift a foot (Beowulf won''t give up).
'Max two marks. One mark for each example with explanation.'

11 d
12 b
13 Threw it (violently) onto the floor

'Must change verb and proposition to get one mark.'
14 c
15 b
16 b
17 d
18 d
19 a
20 b
21 a
22 c
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Q.No Marking Key
23 A room, hut, or shed which housed (the pump of) the well.

'Must mention both a structure and the well (pump not required)'
24 c
25 EITHER Listlessly on a bare bough OR Scrapes with his bow OR With

his bow a few dry notes
'Do not accept as correct if student copies the whole poem.'

26 1 It describes a natural scene. 2 It contains a complete idea or
observation
'Both for one mark. NOTE: one7 syllables is incorrect and 3 lines is
insufficient.'

27 a
28 c
29 b
30 d
31 c
32 They both live under the sea and are a mystery to people OR both

rise from the ocean floor/depths to the surface OR both can be
unpredictable.
'One mark for three correct reasons.'


